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[With a nod to the Noughties, guest editor
Shy Bairns and a-n CEO Julie Lomax
introduce the third of our 40th anniversary
Artists Newsletter publications]

[13:18] eleanorhaswell: We met on our foundation
course and have been best friends ever since – thank you
University of Sunderland!
[13:18] georgegracegibson: Yeh, we always say
Shy Bairns was a Trojan horse way to become best
friends… start a collective so we’re forced to hang out at
“meetings” lmao.
[13:19] erinblamire: We wanted the excuse to be best
friends but also to work with other like-minded people
interested in publishing.

[13:02] georgegracegibson: Oioiii.
[13:02] eleanorhaswell:
[13:13] erinblamire: To start off shall we introduce
ourselves? Hello everyone, we’re Shy Bairns! We’re a
collective of artists, designers and curators. There are four
bairns: I’m Erin, I’m principally a designer working within
editorial design, publication production, print and branding.
[13:15] georgegracegibson:
I’m George –
I’m an artist and bookmaker, working as a technician
at Manchester School of Art. I make zines loosely about
fanaticism; my practice revolves around my obsession
with obsessions. I’m a Virgo and that makes me really
annoying.
[13:16] eleanorhaswell: Hello hello! I’m Elle - the bairn
that recently ran off to Glasgow. I work mainly with our
interactive workshops and elements of digital design. I’m
a Gemini AND an only child ..... so watch out
[13:17] izzykroese: Hi all! I’m Izzy —printmaker,
bookmaker, faux historian. My work outside of Bairns
focuses on history and identity, exploring themes of
gender and sexuality. Part of this is running
@transmascstudies, where I document masculine-leaning
gender variance across time and space

[13:19] eleanorhaswell: I think it was such a nice way
to experiment with the idea of a collective though. We
wanted to be silly and mess around and make things and
print all of our work collaboratively into something, and
it turned into our favourite thing in the world.
[13:20] georgegracegibson: A prime example of how
one zine can change yr life! But since those days we
have done... basically never just that?
[13:20] erinblamire: In our early days we were very
much interested in zine making as a medium, and
the collective nature of production often involved in
producing publications. That core interest of collective
research and making has continued through everything
that we do but our practice has evolved quite a lot over
the last few years, moving from zine and book making
into other areas such as curation and design.

[13:22] eleanorhaswell: And now magazine editing, I
guess!
[13:23] erinblamire: Yes! When the opportunity came
up to guest edit a-n we immediately knew we wanted to
explore collectives. While collective practice is very much
our vibe, I think it’s clear that it’s a timely subject?

[13:17] georgegracegibson: Soooo we started working
together in autumn 2016.

[13:24] georgegracegibson: …and that thought was in
our heads BEFORE this year’s Turner Prize news.

[13:17] erinblamire: Yeah! Nearly at our 5-year
anniversary. We formed the collective during our first
year at university.

[13:25] erinblamire: Great timing, thanks Turner Prize!
Jokes aside, it feels like a very exciting moment to be in
a collective looking at other collectives (being recognised
for being a collective).
[13:26] georgegracegibson: Before this commission
we’d actually already been in two exhibitions which
focused on artist collectives – one at Bunker Gallery in
Manchester, curated by North West collective Catflap,
and Collaborate! at Jerwood Arts, London alongside
Languid Hands, Keiken and Array (who have been
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Shy Bairns, Shy Bairns Fill The Void: Developing Our Creative
Practice, installation, 2019. Commissioned for Jerwood
Collaborate! Photos: Anna Arca.
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nominated for this year’s Turner Prize and are featured a
little bit later in this newsletter!).
[13:27] eleanorhaswell: Collaborate! really got us to
take a step back and think about how we work together
and why we do it, so it’s nice to be able to see all of
these other organisations gaining recognition and
showing how important collaborative practice is! I think
it made us want to take what we learnt from the other
groups, and from Harriet (Curator, Jerwood Arts) and
share that with other collectives – this commission was
the perfect way to do more research.
[13:30] georgegracegibson: This newsletter felt like
a good space to reach out and explore collaborative
practices further. The pandemic has bizarrely lent itself to
working collaboratively and working as a collective imo.
Even though people couldn’t physically meet up, there’s
an urge to be part of something, to get that connection.
And I think that’s why a lot of collectives that work
online are flourishing — Babeworld’s extended online
universe (their new School of Art / digital ICA lectures),

projects like SAD GRADS that are utilising Instagram to
make up for the loss of space irl.
[13:31] eleanorhaswell: Agreed; recent events have
allowed people to come together in new and exciting
ways, and in some ways kinda forced it – something we
talked about a lot was last year’s Tate United strikes and
the support that gained from the art community. That
absolute need to be together, for strength, survival, has
been very strongly felt.
[13:33] georgegracegibson: a-n has historically been
very supportive of various plights artists have faced, so it
also feels like the perfect place to explore this. One thing
we noted in our application was how a-n has grown from
a small publication to a large organisation, not through
individualism but through investing in community and
having support.
[13:35] erinblamire: So not only does our issue focus
on collectives as a theme, our issue is also representing
the 2000s era in relation to a-n’s history; we had some
conversations with a-n about the magazine in that
decade, and we talked about how this period was almost
a turning point. The production style changed, the
magazine was printed in full colour rather than black
and white, it became a bit more glossy. There was also a
parallel happening in the art world, and the noughties
saw art become a bit more commercialised. These were
all themes we wanted to reflect in the design of the
issue, referencing pop culture magazines and this almost
oversaturated commercial world that was exploding.
From a design point of view we thought this would be an
interesting challenge for us… idk if it’s worth saying that
in the 2000s we were between 4 and 5… so… a lot of our
perspective about this era in terms of popular and visual
culture feels very nostalgic.
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[13:40] georgegracegibson: Haha yes! It’s hard to
not have a weirdly stereotypical idea of that time as all I
remember is Pokemon cards and pining over Billie Piper
in the Doctor Who reboot.
[13:41] erinblamire: So the ideas behind the design of
this issue were informed by msn chats, teen mags, 00s
album covers, from Britney to Bjork!
[13:42] eleanorhaswell: We’re writing this editors’
letter before the design is finalised, so it’s fun imagining
how it will look! This is the first time we’ve collaborated
with external designers, right?
[13:42] erinblamire: Yes, normally we do our design
‘in house’ between us as a collective, but we’re working
with Founded to realise the design of this issue. This is a
new collaborative element for us, it’s cool to throw ideas
out into the open and see how other people interpret
them. Particularly as Founded designer Neil has worked
with a-n for years! Working with Founded is essentially
blending our Shy Bairns style with a-n in a really formal
way.
[13:44] georgegracegibson: I think that’s been a big
new scary aspect for us – even just with the commissions,
we’re so used to doing everything ourselves, DIY, it’s
intriguing to see how other people interpret our briefs…
it’s a whole new form of collaboration for us too!
[13:45] erinblamire: We’re also very excited about our
cover star Bex Massey! Bex creates amazingly rich and
nostalgic painting, often at large scale. When were you
first aware of Bex’s work, G? Cos for me it was Bankley.

[13:46] georgegracegibson: I followed her since
seeing her 2019 solo show ‘Do You Want Chips With
That?’, at Shelf Spanish City in Whitley Bay! But I did
more of a deep dive into her work when we were looking
for an artist making work that touched on fandom and
pop culture, for a show we were planning at Bankley,
a gallery in Manchester. The show never materialised
because of Covid, so it felt really great to find an excuse
to work with her – I’m obsessed with that cover!
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[13:47] erinblamire: Yeah, we were pretty set on having
her grace the cover from the beginning. The cover is a
new work primarily collaged from existing pieces; working
with Bex to form something bespoke for our issue was so
great. Linking back to the 2000s and the opening of Tate
Modern in May 2000, the halftone pattern on the cover
that feels so indicative of early noughties Skechers trainer
ads actually comes from the Tate logo – fun fact!
[13:50] georgegracegibson: That’s such a DVD-extras
commentary fact, I love it! Speaking of extras, we should
mention our adverts! Originally we wanted to create
fake 00s adverts to mimic the magazines we read as
kids. But the more the project moved on, the more I felt
like we could utilise a-n’s platform better. So instead
they are alternative adverts for alternative education –
each shows an independent art school or collective that
readers can get involved with. I’m part of School Of The
Damned this year, so it’s exciting to be able to promo
them and hopefully make some more readers aware of
how they themselves can be part of something similar.
[13:52] erinblamire: Places like Working Class
Creatives, WANK, Digi-Gxl are great names to search
for if you’re looking for some support and solidarity
within the art world. It’s nice to bring together some of
the many strands that make up collaborative practices,
whether between artists, as a form of education, etc —
we wanted as many parts of this issue to reflect that as
possible.
[13:58] georgegracegibson: I feel like we could fill a
whole magazine chatting about collectivity and the arts
(ha ha ha) so we should probably wrap it up.
[14:01] erinblamire: I guess all that’s left to say is just
thanks to a-n for selecting our proposal, in particular
to Julie, Stephen and Chris for their help and to all our
contributors for spending time with us and time together.
[14:01] georgegracegibson: We hope you enjoy our
Artists Newsletter! If you’re reading this and you’re in a
collective: we wanna hear about it! If you’re reading this
and you aren’t: start one

[message from a-n] Julie Lomax, a-n CEO: This
publication celebrates artists’ collectives and alternative
art schools, and reflects on a-n’s third decade, the 2000s.
The start of the decade was marked by the opening of
Tate Modern in May 2000 and arguably this precipitated
phenomenal growth in the art market and audiences for
contemporary visual art. I was at the opening of this art
world colossus, which was so full of promise and hope.
If I had been told then that I would find myself in 2020
marching in solidarity with Tate United, many of which
are artists, to protest cuts and redundancies at Tate I
don’t think I would have believed it. After all, this was a
building that was to be a home and a space for artists.
Promise. I have to ask myself, did Tate over-promise or
was I over-optimistic in 2000? Jenny Holzer’s 1983 work
Abuse of Power Comes As No Surprise can be purchased
on a t-shirt in the Tate shop. The irony of these prophetic
words is not lost when I consider recent redundancies
of Tate Enterprise employees and the institutional
behaviour towards artist, Jade Montserrat, who exposed
toxic philanthropy and was excluded from working as an
artist and curator on a Tate Exchange project.
Whilst I acknowledge that both of these scenarios
are much more complex and nuanced for all parties
concerned including Tate, they have served to break a
silence about the imbalance in relationships between
artists and institutions. This imbalance is particularly
acute through the Tate Exchange project, which was
conceived as a space for everyone. The reality, however,
is the artists and organisations using the space usually
have to contribute their own resources, when they are
often the ones in most need. They in turn bring the most
value to Tate in terms of diversity, experimentation, and
community engagement.
Hope. This year, all the nominees for Tate’s Turner Prize
are artist collectives. It will be interesting to see how this
plays out financially for the artists. Will Tate commit to
paying fees to each artist, or one fee to the collective
– or commit to exhibition payments at all? Given that
these payments are in place to value the singular
imagination and professional contribution that artists
make to the success of publicly-funded exhibitions, I
have great hope that Tate will settle its bill financially, as
well as its future care and commitment to artists.
I want to thank Shy Bairns for bringing together a very
timely anniversary issue of Artists Newsletter. With
energy and wit, it captures the DIY spirit of artists and
artists’ collectives who, working outside institutional
endorsement, are building their own art worlds.

www.shybairns.co.uk
www.instagram.com/shybairnsgetnowt
www.patreon.com/shybairns
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INSIDE THE
‘ARCHIVE’ OF
ISLINGTON MILL
ART ACADEMY
The contents of a large dusty box
crammed with 13 years of memories
and artefacts reveal much about the
ideological bedrock of a Salford-based
alternative art school. By Aisling Marks
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Items from the Islington Mill Art Academy ‘archive’.
Photos: Aisling Marks.
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“Set fire to the universities. Set fire to the institutions (symbolically),” wrote
Maurice Carlin in his journal, two days into his first attempt at making
an alternative art school. I laugh reading the bracketed ending to his
incendiary statement. The journal from May 2007 crowns the pile of
assorted fragments, some labelled, others not, that have been stashed
away in a large, red dusty box containing 13 years of Islington Mill Art
Academy’s (IMAA) existence. It documents IMAA’s humble beginnings as
a six-day learning project at a former cotton mill in Salford, exploring how
a group of 11 art foundation students could develop their work – and burn
down the establishment (symbolically) – freed from the constraints of a
formal institutional context.
Reading someone else’s diary is an uncomfortably exciting experience.
But lifting the lid on a collection of hidden away material is something
that I love. I edge further inside as if I’m tiptoeing around in a thin glass
house. Impelled by curiosity, my fingers surf through someone else’s
memories, and my eyes understand the allure and pleasure of deep diving
into unknown waters.
The unorganised collection of artefacts that make up IMAA’s
material memory hasn’t been through an archival process. Substantially
sized but oddly compact, the ‘archive’ is crammed full of photographs,
email correspondences, zines both self-produced and acquired elsewhere,
anonymous poetry and drawings, posters for events, accounts lists
(someone has scribbled: tea, biscuits, a-n subscription, hire of the 5th floor,
rat poison…), musings, minutes from meetings, diary entries, a chunky
deck of hand-written challenges similar to Brian Eno’s Oblique Strategies,
and other memorabilia.
As an expression of IMAA’s collected memory, it forms a patchwork
sketchbook of the varied activities, ambitions and struggles of an outwardlooking but initially closed artist collective, whose efforts at building a
self-organised, improvised, participatory learning programme cemented in
the emancipatory pedagogies of mutual aid became emblematic in a now
sprawling alternative art school scene with divergent aims.
Mutual aid is an expression of solidarity, and the early years of
IMAA seemed deeply invested in it. They wanted to experiment with
shared learning rather than knowledge transfer, sharing resources, food,
equipment and space in a “cooperative style”, as one email thread
revealed. There’s evidence of lively reading groups with lists of books and
films scribbled on pieces of paper, an image reading group, an outdoor
cinema, and photographs from Night School, an immersive project that
fancied art school as a nightclub, and vice versa. But there’s also paper
trails of discussions on group accountability, decision-making strategies
and distributed leadership structures, as well as discussions on class,
money, time, support and debt. It was, then, as much an education in the
arts as a political education.   
Notes from January 2008 reveal discussions upon how to structure
time and learning: they met three times a week in blocks of six to eight
weeks, separated by a two-week break. Twice daily discussions, free access
to the Tuesday Artist Talks at Cornerhouse (an arts space and cinema in
Manchester that closed in 2015), a string of organised exhibition and
gallery visits, and an artist residency programme and talks, completing
tasks from the task bag, compiling a reading list and shared library,
research trips…
I look further through the box. An evening of political song and a Karl
Marx reading group. ‘ORGANISE YOUR OWN EDUCATION’ is emblazoned
across a poster. I then discover a member’s resignation letter. She is unable
to continue to commit her time, she’s far behind on the rent and is finding
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it a huge expense to be at the art school while juggling it with her full-time
work. This sparks pages and pages of typed dialogue between the members
about the existential nature of IMAA: self-doubts over what it means to be
an artist, about being a professional artist versus being a successful artist,
on the criteria and value of “success”, learning about art together, art as
a way of life, making money from art, intertwining art and life, friendship,
producing something daring, creating together, being inspired by each
other. They were concerned with being unruly, how to be free, and how to
be democratic. Who has the capacity to commit? Who takes on what roles?
IMAA’s early public image was notably punk and DIY but became
cleaner in later years, suggesting ambitions to be taken seriously as a
legitimate alternative education model for artists seeking a different
experience to the linear, limiting and inaccessible route provided by
universities. Emails about childcare tell that IMAA was “open to all” only
in sentiment rather than as a radical practice. But it was also a source of
invaluable support for some who worked full-time jobs and couldn’t access
an arts education any other way.  
Experiments in teaching and learning as mutual aid have a
radical history, which in the 20th century can be traced to the work of
revolutionary Bolshevik educator and Lenin’s wife Nadezhda Krupskaya.
She authored many books on post-capitalist education that pointed to
a landscape where mutual aid, collectivity and individuality formed the
building blocks for a transformed society. Krupskaya envisioned postcapitalist life as full, blossoming and beautiful1. Her approach towards
educating the largely illiterate peasant population during the 1930s in
Soviet Russia foreshadowed the praxis-oriented philosophy of Brazilian
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Marxist educator Paulo Freire, whose work with the rural, illiterate classes
of South America theorised the potentials of growing a bottom-up critical
collective consciousness, an emancipatory pedagogy designed to marry
reflection and action to empower the oppressed classes to collectively
organise towards a more just society.
Creative, cultural work was at the heart of these dramatic efforts
to imagine post-capitalist futures, and while the IMAA is of course
incomparable in scope to those former revolutionary struggles, its conditions
of existence contain histories of other artist-led, student-led and workerled groups determined to un-do, un-learn and re-make their educational
methods and tools. It owes the roots of its ideas to early communist and
socialist education programmes.  
It becomes clear that IMAA existed not for professional artists,
not for art students or even explicitly for what is understood as “artistdevelopment”, but for people who make art or people who want to make
art; people who might have felt alienated by formal institutions or insecure
about adopting the label ‘artist’, as well as those seeking an artistic career.
This allows for the IMAA to be contextualised within a lineage of popular,
democratic education and lifelong learning, pointing towards the idea of
a ‘common’ artistic practice to emerge among those not already schooled,
and from there to form other, perhaps more exciting art worlds.
It’s tempting, then, to understand IMAA as the queer re-awakening
of the local community art school, those that died upon their absorption
into polytechnic colleges and subsequently into universities. These were
local colleges that existed in almost every town in the UK to provide an
art education to anyone in the community who wanted to further their
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art-making. But those institutions were traditional in that they had vertical
hierarchies of power and expertise as well as technical courses and classes.
IMAA didn’t collapse the boundaries between teachers and students
because they’d already erased that binary. All were artists and students
and all were responsible for shaping their collective experience as part of
the alternative art school.
And so, as the writer and artist Dean Kenning has pointed out, the
‘alternative’ retains its own air of exclusivity2. The former model of a publicly
funded, local art school, if it has re-emerged in the form of an ‘alternative’
scene, has a distinctively 21st century flavour: brand and identity are
important, engendering specific selection processes and ways of securing
funding. Often these are a mixture of public and private bodies, memberled or circular economies. If spaces such as IMAA are the new local art
schools for the 21st century, the best of which will be committed to antiracist, queer and intersectional curriculum-building as well as interrogating
their organisational structures, they will continue to face the challenge
of building what Janna Graham has referred to as an arts educational
movement, a coalition with collective post-capitalist aspirations.
The project that Carlin had “resigned to being an experiment” grew
into its own kind of institution; the “social group with a vague underlying
sense of purpose”, as one anonymous scribble would have it, ended its 13th
year just before the pandemic, with an intensive one-year programme in
collective learning, critical study and conscious art-marking, self-organised
and led by 13 artists. IMAA crafted itself through unruliness, a queer, fluid,
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evolving space never nestling too comfortably in an identity. This brings to
my mind a position articulated by scholar Grace Lavery, who notes that
queer is not a kind of desire, as ‘straight’ society would have it, but rather
“a coalitional politics founded on the fact of desire as a prohibited social
condition”.
She continues: “The governance of desire is the central problematic
for biopolitical power, and the coalitional forces arranged to contest that
power are what we call ‘queer’.” IMAA’s archive allows glimpses of this
oppositional force of desire. Over the years they challenged each other
to find pathways not readily available, with joy, humour, playfulness and
cooperation as core to their artistic literacy. Their commitment to selforganisation, asking difficult questions, supporting each other emotionally,
financially, and materially is the antithesis of the individualising,
atomising, anxiety-ridden capitalist art world that is implicitly condoned by
contemporary art schools. The ‘archive’ of IMAA speaks to the education
of desire, to reimagine and to rebuild towards qualitatively different, openended syntheses.
Islington Mill Art Academy is currently on hold due to the Covid-19
pandemic. It may return in an adapted form later in the year.
www.islingtonmill.com/about-us/islington-mill-art-academy
See: Janna Graham, ‘Technologies for Living Otherwise: Arts Pedagogy as Social Reproduction
and Movement Building’ in Creativity Exercises: Emancipatory Pedagogies in Art and Beyond.
Sternberg Press, 2020.

1

See: Dean Kenning’s introduction in John Beck and Matthew Cornford, The Art School and the Culture
Shed. The Centre for Useless Splendour, 2014

2
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Barby Asante, The Queen and The Black Eyed Squint, film still, 2017.

40 Years 40 Artists: Barby Asante
Interview by Louisa Buck
Barby Asante (born 1975, lives and works in
London) is an artist, curator, educator and
occasional DJ whose work explores the politics
and memories of spaces and places and the
histories and legacies of colonialism. Her practice
is collaborative and performative; she often
works with groups and communities to research
and tell stories, enact rituals and to unearth and
interrogate narratives around society, culture
and politics. Asante is co-founder of agency for
agency, a London-based collaborative agency
concerned with ethics, intersectionality and
education in the contemporary arts. She is a
board member of the Women’s Art Library
and 198 Contemporary Arts and Learning,
and a PhD Candidate on the University of
Westminster’s Cream Doctoral Programme.
Asante appeared in a-n in April 2012,
p30 in a review of South London Black
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Music Archive at Peckham Platform; and in
September 2012 in a video on the a-n website
in conversation with Sonia Boyce, discussing
crossovers between their practices, working
with people on collective memory building,
notions of participation and juggling a
portfolio career. In December 2017 Asante
featured in a-n’s end-of-year How was it for
you? interview series, and in July 2020 took
part in Artists Make Change Conversations
with curators Languid Hands.
What have been the main changes
you’ve experienced as an artist over the
last 10 to 20 years?
The main changes I have seen is that there
is more visibility of artists of colour, queer
artists and artists with disabilities. Though I
feel cynical about how this has come about

and I’m not sure how helpful this visibility
has been to these artists, I have seen more
POC [people of colour] young people enter art
colleges, and have similar experiences around
their work and the learning they receive while
at art college as I did 25+ years ago. But
despite the increased visibility of the work
of POC, queer and disabled artists, I have
also heard many of my colleagues default to
sharing knowledges of the same old artists,
most of whom are white, male, straight, and
in many cases, dead.
When I started working in the arts on
education projects I was paid £150 per day.
This was in 1997. In a recent frank conversation
with other artists, we realised that the average
pay offered to artists, for anything from a talk
to tech work, to workshops or exhibition fees
– if you get them – is still £150.
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Barby Asante, Intimacy and Distance, Diaspora Pavilion, 2017.

Two decades into the 21st century, what
is the role of art and the artist?
I am re-examining my own relationship to
art, particularly as the art worlds have been
formed through a particular socio-political
and historic framework, that I feel they are
now really struggling to unlearn. The idea
that an arts organisation can decolonise
itself by merely adding more artists of colour
to its programming is not decolonisation.
Decolonisation is not a metaphor!
Decolonisation is not diversification!
Over the last 10 to 20 years I have
seen many initiatives attempting to address
the problem of ‘diversity’ with very little
acknowledgement of what created the
‘problem’ in the first place and how the arts –
or our understandings and instituting of what
we understand as the arts, especially the
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Barby Asante, Bamboo Memories, 2008.
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Barby Asante at BAK, basis voor actuele kunst, Utrecht, Propositions 10, Instituting Otherwise. Photo: Tom Janssen

‘visual’ arts – are deeply rooted in the creation
of this ‘problem’. It’s as if the art worlds
cannot see their relationship to the histories
that brought us to this present. The forgetting
of the oppressive systems in which our
understanding of what we understand as ‘art’
have been formed: the quests for knowledge
and beauty; enlightened connoisseurship,
and the pillaging and looting of many of the
items from colonised places.
I have not forgotten that I was taught
‘The Story of Art’ from EH Gombrich and it
did not include me or anyone like me! And
although modernism, post-modernism and
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alter-modernism would hold on to the idea
that we have somehow ‘progressed’, I hear
the very present cry for us to get back to
‘normal’. There are people who have never
had the privilege of any kind of ‘normality’.
I remember that the safety of the ‘normal’
was built on the backs of the many who have
never experienced ‘normality’ and have at one
time or another been perceived as outside of
the ‘normal’, hence the need for ‘normality’ to
promote a ‘diversity’ agenda. And when the
shops, restaurants, theatres, galleries and so
on cannot open and everyone is working at
home, confined to their homes where they
have no choice but to see the images of a
black man being choked to death by a police
officer, that this killing has its historic roots in
all that came before; in all that created the
comfort and illusion of ‘normality’. So every
newly visible death (because there are many
invisible ones, physical, mental and soul
deaths), every new diversity (decolonising)
initiative, brings me to a deeply exasperated
exhaustion, followed by a deep and unending
feeling of grief.
As poet Nayyirah Waheed has written,
“anger is often grief that has been silent for
too long”. Thank Goddess that Audre [Lorde]
has given us direction in how to respond to
the anger that racism feeds in the ‘POETRY’
that is not a ‘LUXURY’ but the very life force
that enables black women to continue to
dream ourselves into being!
In an article last year for the Ford
Foundation and Hyperallergic, Coco Fusco
wrote: “equity won’t be achieved by a new
biennial, another emerging artist of colour
survey, or a record auction sale by a Black
artist.” Yet these tropes are forever repeating
and I have no doubt that there is much planning

Barby Asante, South London Black Music Archive, Peckham Platform, 2012.
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for much of the same behind the scenes
at this very moment as arts organisations
imagine what they might do in the future to
address the systemic inequalities made visible
in the global enforced confinement that the
COVID-19 pandemic has found us in.
Because of this continued repetition, I
cannot give a simple answer to the role of art
or the artist in the 21st century, because those
things that were supposed to change have
not changed and the repetition continues,
while many pine for a real revolution but
don’t know how to start one and if they did,
they wouldn’t want to be on the frontlines of
that revolution.
If I can offer anything to this question
right now, it is that everyone needs to go
to their edges and step through or over to
the other side and feel the discomfort of
what is there. Things cannot stay the same.
Decolonisation is not adding some colour

to your collection, board or curriculum. It
is deep and painful work! To borrow from
the statement that curatorial duo Languid
Hands put out as part of their 2020/21
Cubitt Curatorial Fellowship, what does
it mean “to curate (from Latin cura ‘care’)
for the work (and lives) of Black people?” I
could add other ‘marginalised’ groups, but
as a Black woman I’m with Languid Hands
on asking this particular question. Because
as the Combahee River Collective states,
“If Black women were free, it would mean that
everyone else would have to be free since our
freedom would necessitate the destruction of
all the systems of oppression.”
Can this level of understanding of what it
means to care be something that can be lived
in the art worlds? Do the art worlds need to be
remade in order to really attend to the amount
of unlearning and care that needs to happen
in order to create a truly just and decolonised

world? Would the art worlds be willing to
undo all the systems of oppression that they
are part of, uphold or support? I don’t want
to be one of the ones who hold the answers.
And I have been very willing in my life and my
time here as an artist to continually ask the
questions and I will continue to do so, until
my breath has run out!
To close, I will draw on the words of Fred
Moten and Stefano Harney, words I have often
shared with my students; words I have often
shared within workshops and in talks; words
that resonate in my ears when I think about
what I am doing with my work. These words
are: “We owe each other the indeterminate.
We owe each other everything.” This is where
we might think about how we work together,
working from this position to think about the
role of art, arts institutions and artists and
what our roles are, need to be and could be
in the future.

Barby Asante, Baldwin’s Nigger Reloaded, with Sorryyoufeeluncomfortable, Iniva, 2014.
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Rest, reinforcement,
and resistance
One year of collective curating with the
Black Curators Collective. By Chloe Austin
Black Curators Collective (BCC) – founded in June 2020 – is a
collective of Black women and non-binary curators in the UK. The
collective and forum allow for Black curators to come together
to support one another; and champion Black excellence. As a
collective, we also combine efforts; and develop strategies for
systemic change within the creative industries. BCC is, therefore,
an active space of rest, reinforcement, of resistance.
BCC is nomadic and isn’t restricted by regional borders. The
collective acts as a network that instigates cross-regional support,
dialogue and collaborative projects for curators based across the
UK, including Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. We dedicate
ourselves to decentralising and redistributing discussions, research
and resources from centralised locations; to increase awareness
and activity in other regions across the UK.

Through our work, we envision a more vast, interconnected and
collaborative ecosystem of Black curators. BCC aims to support
the development of grassroots collective organising which
prioritises the needs of Black creatives and communities. We want
to radically imagine – through practice – nurturing, sustainable
structures, models and spaces which don’t mimic institutional
frameworks of hierarchy, privilege, and power.
Black Curators Collective1
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16 May 2021
In June 2020, nine curators – myself included – from across the UK
convened on Zoom for the first meeting of the Black Curators Collective.
Since then, the collective has shifted – in membership and ways of working
– going through a natural process of formation. As we look forward to
our first public-facing programme – Meandering Networks, Mapping
Nations at Glasgow International 2021, Thursday 17 – Saturday 19
June 2021 – I wanted to use this opportunity to reflect on this formative
year, speaking with my fellow collective members to understand their
experiences of this process.
I asked Ifeanyi Awachie how she thought the external circumstances
of the last year had affected the collective. She responded: “If we’re talking
about the renewed Black Lives Matter movement that emerged in the wake
of George Floyd’s death, then this not only affected the collective, but was
the reason we convened. Our founder Jade [Foster] has mentioned that
they actually tried to create a group like BCC in the past, but it only came
together in 2020, probably because the paradigm-shifting circumstances
of the past year shifted something in all of our lives such that we could
come together in this way.
“I joined BCC because I was looking to organize with other Black
curators in the wake of anti-Blackness I was experiencing at my thenworkplace, which was directly connected to the global conversation
sparked by Black Lives Matter. So yes, the circumstances of last year are,
for me, the very reason why we are now a collective.”
Indeed, for me, it is the momentum from the strength of anti-racist
action that summer, that has compelled us to overcome some of the
difficulties in collective work. When I asked Jade Foster about the reality
of convening a cross-nation collective, they said that “developing genuine
solidarity, a culture of closeness, and a directly linked network with
members who are hundreds of miles apart – some of us are countries
apart – who don’t know each other, is difficult. I didn’t think it would be so
hard to put into place non-hierarchical, horizontal structures for instituting
community. It isn’t light work doing this entirely online, and there have
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Screenshots taken from BCC’s online presence, 2021.

been many growing pains, uncertainties, and disputes throughout the
year (Black curators aren’t homogeneous). I am saying this because I don’t
want to romanticise the view of what it means to create something that
completely negates and diverges from systems and behaviours we are
used to encountering in arts organisations in the UK.”
Despite the difficulties in finding new ways of working, Jade sees
the collective as a vital and ever-evolving space for support, learning
and action. They explain that members have “gone above and beyond
to develop and sustain a real sense of camaraderie. This is a space of
tangible agency and safety that people go to vent, survive the art world,
listen, aspire to unlearn/learn and grow. We are looking after our own
and slowly untethering our systemic co-dependency or reliance on the
master’s house, aka art institutions, in brokering relationships between
Black practitioners. In this era of social media and the movement of Black
Liberation, we no longer need for our introductions to one another to be
mediated by galleries, an opening of an exhibition, as part of a box-ticking
affirmative action programme, or institution-led professional development
networks: ‘The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house’.”2
The somewhat oppositional nature of our ways of working within the
collective and our employment – whether as freelancers, staff members or
while studying – can be challenging. However, the experimental nature of
the collective allows us to question the dogma of our more conventional
art world employment. Susuana Amoah, who is currently undertaking
a doctoral research project and digital exhibition #gallerysowhite, says:
“Having regular discussions within a collective space has helped me to
keep my research grounded in the real-life experiences of people trying to
thrive in the art world while battling against institutional racism.” Susuana
adds that conversations with the collective have allowed her to be “able
[to] recognise patterns and differences in experiences across the UK” while
finding “a real appreciation of the diversity of ways in which people centre
collective care in curatorial practice”.
Although much of this year has been about forming the collective
internally, we look forward to our first external programme at Glasgow
International. Khadea Kuchenmeister hopes the programme will be “an
eruption and foregrounding of Black agency, replacing the contours of
curation”. Yewande YoYo Odunubi describes the project as “a deliberate
space to weave connections, experiences and histories between Black
curators, cultural workers and practitioners across the UK and further
afield,” and hopes that “these couple of days open up space for meaningful
exchange, support and/or connection that either builds on pre-existing
energies or goes beyond Meandering Networks”. Her description of the
process perhaps surmises the experience of collective working within the
Black Curators Collective over the last year: “I would say it’s been an open
exchange and dialogue of shared knowledge and a challenging exercise
to the processes of collective working.”
www.blackcuratorscollective.org
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Black Curators Collective, ‘About’, accessed 16 May 2021

2

L orde, Audre. “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House.” 1984.
Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches. Ed. Berkeley, CA: Crossing Press. 110- 114. 2007
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Collective
Mindmap

This mind map is based on our first planning
meeting for our guest edited newsletter in
which we sat down as a group and attempted
to reel off as many artist collectives as we
could. Overall, most that sprung to mind are
based in the North of England, home also to
Shy Bairns, with London as a close second.
It’s worth noting that the collectives listed
here are people we follow on instagram,
people who are friends of friends, etc. There
will be infinite circles of infinite collectives,
some forming right this second. There were
a number of collectives originally on this list
that upon further googling were discovered
to be either currently defunct or actually a
stage name for one solo artist. You can’t fool
us, Bob and Roberta Smith.

This page is also a poster!
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A chat with Three Points Press
Three Points Press is a collective made
up of three Risograph presses based in
London, Liverpool and Glasgow. George
Gibson chats via text about collaboration,
community, and the joys of hanging out with
other artists.
Three Points Press is a collective of collectives – often known in pop
culture as a supergroup. Supergroups have been around for decades,
but the term has a distinctly 2000s feel for me. My mind goes to
McBusted, and my generation clinging onto their youth in a sweaty
arena drinking pints that have tripled in price since the original bands
formed. But Three Points Press isn’t here to cling on to some bygone
era or repeat the past. Its aim is to share best practice on how to create
a sustainable art world, placing print at the forefront of this endeavour.
Formed via a-n’s Artists Make Change programme, the new collective
consists of Rabbits Road Press, a London-based community press

founded by publishing collective One of My Kind (OOMK); Granby
Press, a new press started by artist Sumuyya Khader and situated
within the creative community in Liverpool’s Granby area; and Tender
Hands Press, a publishing project by illustrator Saffa Kahn which is
based in Glasgow having started in Manchester. While the presses
are dotted around the country, they have many points of solidarity.
All three are run by people of colour, working-class led, and known
for being at the forefront of Risograph print practice in the UK.
Risograph is a vibrant stencil duplicator that has become associated
with activism, political parties and community organising. Though
the main goal of Three Points Press is to keep alive the spirit of
radical publishing via this machine, they also just want an excuse to
hang out and learn from each other. Relate – I used this as an excuse
to hang out (virtually) with members of two of the presses involved;
Rabbits Road’s Sofia Niazi (@sofia_niazi) and Heiba Lamara (@
cosyjungle), and Granby Press’ Sumuyya Khader (@sumuyya).
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[16:01] georgegracegibson: 👋  !!  OKAY,  so 2  jump  in  right  at  the  beginning;  Sofia  and  Heiba, 
how did Rabbits Road Press come into existence?
[16:02] cosyjungle: Yep, so RRP began in 2017. Sofia, myself and Rose had been working as OOMK
for several years. I think we had wrapped up our 4th issue at this point. DIY Cultures, the zine fair
Sofia co-curated with Helena Wee and Other Asias, was several years in also. We were approached
by an arts org called Create to pitch some ideas for a community-focused project in Old Manor Park
Library.
[16:06] georgegracegibson: I swear I used to follow OOMK back when tumblr was still a thing!
Feels like forever ago.
[16:06] cosyjungle: One of the things we were really passionate about was zine making and making
art/print accessible. So we pitched the concept of RRP, a community-focused Riso studio where we
took machines out of the design studios or universities’ hands and plonked them in an old library on
a high street, making them accessible to as many ppl as possible. We managed to get ACE funding
to buy machines and get going, 3 years later we’re still here 🎉🤸♀️
[16:08] sofia_niazi: Myself and Rose were really into Riso but struggled to find anywhere where we
could learn more, so setting up a Riso press and getting our hands on a machine seemed like the perfect
project. We wanted to open access, to be a bit like art school in that there should be room for a creative
community to emerge with a regular classroom environment in addition to access to equipment.
[16:08] georgegracegibson: Ah, amazing! It’s really cool to see your progression from a zine (not
that being just a zine should be belittled!) to this kinda powerhouse. And then Sumuyya, how did
you go about setting up Granby Press? Am I right in thinking it’s more of a solo project?
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[16:10] sumuyya: Yup that's right, atm I'm a lone wolf – which is pretty stressful but we move. I guess
I'd had the idea of starting up Granby Press for 2/3years – I'd previously owned a Riso that broke pretty
swiftly and I'd given up hope a bit. I then pretty much spent the next few yrs telling everyone about this
wee dream I had to run a small print studio with a focus on Granby and sharing work. I’d part wrote a few
funding bids and helped a few projects (Human Library) secure their own Riso and ran a few workshops
in North Liverpool. Then lockdown hit and I just put all the words and feels out on a gofundme page and
200+ ppl v kindly supported. I’d also been following RR and Tender Hands in full admiration.
[16:13] cosyjungle: I love Granby Press, Sumuyya! 🔥
[16:14] georgegracegibson: So it kinda seems like even though yr the Big Boss running things solo,
there was a bit of a collaborative effort in getting you started?
[16:15] sumuyya: Aye, if all those ppl hadn’t helped out I don't think it'd be running now (although
it's v adhoc/messy).
[16:15] georgegracegibson: I think ultimately no-one can run a Riso press solo just because the
daft things are so heavy.
[16:15] cosyjungle: 😂 

Reckoning  with  any  Riso  machine 1  on 1  is  pure  bravery, I  salute  you.

[16:16] sumuyya: So much love for you all to be fair. Yeah, I'm a bit of a dickhead doing it alone but
I struggle collaborating & communicating w stuff I'm really passionate about, which is strange.
[16:18] georgegracegibson: Yeah, I think while I love love love collaboration, some days I can
totally see why people would rather just bash thru jobs on their own (sorry Bairns).
[16:18] georgegracegibson: What do you all think is the main benefit / negative aspect of
working collaboratively within your press? (Or with external people for Granby)… VS. what do you like
/ dislike about solo jobs?

Rabbits Road Press workshop, London.
Courtesy: Rabbits Road Press.
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[16:21] cosyjungle: One of the benefits for me is that the ‘working together’ is part of the creative
reward, it takes so much pressure off the final piece of work ur aiming to create.
[16:22] georgegracegibson: Yessss — pressure-wise I also feel like I don’t pick things apart as much
if someone else has helped me make that thing…
[16:22] cosyjungle: And it leads to long-term artistic partnerships and dialogue, you get to develop
a short hand, a history working with certain ppl that u can refer back to.
[16:23] sofia_niazi: The main benefit for me is the support system and the fact that when things
are going well it’s actually really fun, I love being at the press with everyone and goofing around. We
also end up working on lots of projects together so it becomes a big part of our art practice. I think
with so many of us involved, it would not really be possible to make a proper business out of it but it
seems to work well for us since we have other jobs and it means there’s no pressure on the moneymaking side, as long as everyone gets paid for the hours they work. It is difficult to communicate
especially if there are issues with the machine since we’re often in and out at different times, but we
manage to work it out.
[16:24] georgegracegibson: This made me smile
see amongst the sea of commercial presses.

– this kinda work ethic is really refreshing to

[16:24] cosyjungle: 100%, and also would I have been able to ever make this on my own? Probably
not. There’s a momentum (sometimes good, sometimes bad
) when you’re working with other ppl
and it’s flowing.
[16:24] sofia_niazi: I can also see why having a press alone would have benefits… having that
privacy when you’re having a nervous breakdown
[16:24] sumuyya: Yeah, the big negative about doing things solo is no support and high pressure.
I'm deffo not running a business, so the not taking on large runs is sound, but I'm doing this in
my own time between other jobs and ppl do like to harass you for those 20/30 prints you said you
could do.
[16:25] cosyjungle: I totally respect the just getting on with it attitude and not having to wait
around for anyone. Doing it on your own sounds like it can be high pressure but also liberating.
[16:25] sumuyya: I also really miss random chats, having fun and watching other ppl work. I'm
always fascinated how ppl approach the same tasks v differently.
[16:26] georgegracegibson: Collective practice kinda gets back that art school uni studio vibe
without the 9k fee and mental breakdowns for me like.
[16:27] sofia_niazi: With open access, our technician work can feel very public and exposing, it can
feel a bit daunting when things go wrong and also like you’re learning at the same time. But people
are very patient and we’ve learned sooooo much since we started, so our ability to deal with tricky
situations is improving. We should read the manual.
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[16:29] georgegracegibson:
the open access model is really fantastic, and sounds super
rewarding. This is all really , could chat for ages about Risographs and my similar refusal to read
the manual! But need to press on to the main reason we wanted to speak to u guys: the formation
of Three Points Press, via a-n’s Artists Make Change programme. Tbh TPP caught my eye specifically
coz it kinda feels like this supergroup-style printing collective... I can’t think of an example of an arts
group doing something similar. The only thing that pops into my head is McBusted
Do u wanna
explain the process of setting that up?
[16:36] sofia_niazi: We applied for the grant so that we could set up a formal network between the
3 pressses. There were a lot of things we had in common but also lots of differences to learn from.
Because we’re London, Liverpool and Glasgow we thought the grant would be great to cover costs for
meeting up initially. But we spent it on having meetings and creating a little document of our chats
instead, which we’re hoping to print soon.
[16:37] georgegracegibson: Oh sickkk, I would absolutely love to read that!!
[16:37] sumuyya: Yeah, the dream was and still is to all meet in person – fingers crossed.
[16:37] cosyjungle: This chat is making me miss zine fairs a lot.
[16:39] georgegracegibson: You guys are all so powerful on your own and doing such interesting
things – I’m really excited to see how that works all together! Do you have any future dreams for
TPP? Other than being just allowed to hang out (😩  ).
[16:41] cosyjungle: My biggest dream rn would honestly be to be able to visit Granby Press and
Tender Hands, because it would be such a treat.
[16:41] cosyjungle: I can imagine lots of plans would come about from being in the same room as
each other.
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[16:42] sumuyya: Yeah, for me it's deffo a two parter – one just getting to chat to you all in
person/vibe/hang and then the second is to nose at both setups and ask questions/see examples
and then all potentially print something collectively together – no pressure, like.
[16:44] georgegracegibson: I live for how many collectives are collective mostly as an excuse to
hang out with artists they admire . Wholesome.
[16:44] cosyjungle: Think you’ve hit the nail on the head there.
[16:44] sofia_niazi: I think it’s really nice just to feel like we all know each other a bit better, even
if no mega projects come out of it, really look forward to hanging out at zine fairs, supporting each
other and hopefully visiting each other. I know someone in Liverpool now
.
[16:46] georgegracegibson: Yknow, I think that’s a really nice thing to talk about with artist
collectives – that you don’t need this mega plan or brand or big outcome. Collaborating can just be
hanging out and chatting shit and maybe printing a little something here or there – either way I’m
excited 4 u guys!
[16:47] georgegracegibson: Soooo, this has been really wonderful and yr all so interesting – to finish
off, do u have any advice for artists wanting to set up their own collective? (supergroup or otherwise!!)
[16:49] sofia_niazi:: Don’t put too much pressure on it, listen to each other and make plans that
you’re all excited about. We’re still learning!
[16:49] cosyjungle: I think our collective happened quite organically, a mixture of friendships and
artistic partnerships crossing over, and I’d encourage any moments or opportunities where that
occurs (aka zine fairs
). I’d also say be prepared to do it on your own anyway! You’ll find ppl to
work with once you’re on your own path. AND don’t be afraid to say hi, I’d love to work with u! Shoot
your artistic shot!
[16:50] georgegracegibson: YES
[16:50] sumuyya: Exactly this. Also, I've found as a solo person just dming ppl and commenting on
what they're doing has helped me make connections.
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[16:51] sofia_niazi: Yes, great advice Heiba. Myself, Rose and Sabba were all working on things
ourselves when we met, so it felt easy to just combine that.
[16:52] cosyjungle: Yh, and to echo what Sofia said about listening, I think a collective is only as
strong as its communication… I feel like I’m talking like a marriage counsellor now, so I’ll stop.
[16:53] sofia_niazi: Lol.
[16:53] georgegracegibson: Honestly, I think all relationships (including collectives!) could benefit
from a little therapy now and again… Such great advice, thanks guys. I’ll be taking some of that on
myself like I reckon!
[16:54] cosyjungle: Listen, that’s a business idea that is.
[16:54] georgegracegibson: Whoever’s Risograph breaks first can have that ;-) Thank you so much
for taking the time to chat with me today!!!
[16:55] cosyjungle: Nice one
Lovely to have a chat with you all, looking forward to all
things Shy Bairns in 2021
Have a great week all
[16:56] sofia_niazi: Thanks everyone! Let us know if you need anything else.
[16:56] sumuyya: Wooo boss. Big up the Bairns! Take care x
[16:56] georgegracegibson:
www.rabbitsroadpress.com
www.granbyworkshop.co.uk
www.tenderhandspress.co.uk
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ARRAY
COLLECTIVE
THE ONLY RULE
IS THAT WE’RE
ALL EQUAL
THE TURNER PRIZE-NOMINATED BELFAST
COLLECTIVE DISCUSS ART AND ACTIVISM.
QUESTIONS BY SHY BAIRNS

HOW DID
ARRAY
FORM?
Jane Butler

So Array Studios
started in 1994 and there’s been small
groups of artists in and out of the studios
over the last 20 or so years. It wasn’t
until 2014 that we started trying to
put together a program for the studios
to generate a bit more interest in what we
were doing and what we were about. We found
that people didn’t really know where we were in
Belfast, and it was a pretty small studio group,
so we started a public program. We got a bit of
money to do the studios up and then in about
2016 the collective formed from the studios.

Alessia Cargnelli I joined in 2017
which was also the year that there were a lot of
protests in the city. They were quite regular, literally
every two weeks. And there were rallies organised by some
different grassroots organisations across Belfast, such as
Alliance for Choice, Rainbow Project and other organisations
working for marriage equality, LGBTQ+ rights and women’s
rights. It was very exciting and we just started to naturally
find ourselves in the studio making placards.
Thomas Wells I think it became apparent
quite quickly from 2017 that although we were all
practicing artists individually, we were all going to
these rallies at the same time. And even though it
wasn’t necessarily part of our individual practices,
it just became this kind of collective thought and a
collective process that we were using the studios as a
hub to make these things and go out together. It just all
naturally developed through these kinds of shared concerns
around the things that Alessia has just mentioned.
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Array Collective. Photo: Jon Beer.
Courtesy: Array Collective.
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Array Collective are a group of 11
artists based in Belfast, whose work
explores collaborative actions in response
to the sociopolitical issues affecting
Northern Ireland.
Array have been shortlisted for the 2021
Turner Prize, alongside Black Obsidian
Sound System, Cooking Sections, Gentle/
Radical, and Project Art Works.
2021 marks the first year that the
shortlist consists entirely of artist
collectives, and with collaborative
practices now in the national spotlight,
we met with Array via Zoom to talk about
their beginnings, their practice, and what
might be in store in the future.

HOW DOES ARRAY
FUNCTION AS
A COLLECTIVE?
DO YOU ACCEPT
NEW MEMBERS?
Thomas Wells There were collective concerns
that worked beyond the studio, and they were a part of the
concerns of so many artists, and non-artists as well, at the
time. So although we are the collective, it extends further
and further. The whole of Belfast is at these rallies and
so we just found this way of hosting workshops in the
studios so we can have a space where we all get to
make banners and placards and do them in this
central location in the city. There's a real safety in
going to these kinds of things at the same time.
Grace McMurray

I think we
organically became a family, and we all
wanted to hang out and make work
together. I think if somebody wants
to come and be a part of our family
we’ll welcome them in. Everyone
has different skills – collaboration
is a difficult thing but it's a really
amazing thing as well. We all play our
role in trying to just be authentically
ourselves and to tell our experience. I think
we're very open to having people come in
with their experience, and to inform what we
make and what we create.

Thomas Wells

I think we
acknowledge quite strongly the fact that we
all have the same kind of concerns within the
issues that we deal with. People have been
doing activism in these areas for decades
and by no means are we the only people
saying we're going to take those issues and run
with them. I think we see Array collective as part
of the many and a part of the infrastructure of
activism in Northern Ireland as well. For example,
being asked to be a visual presence at events
like Reclaim The Night and then working with
them and other people and bringing people into
workshops etc. Even though the collective at the
moment has 11 members, it's definitely part of a
greater network of activism.

Alessia Cargnelli

We don't really
have a structure but I guess the structure is us
being all at the same level. That's probably the
only rule, that we’re all equal.
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WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE ASPECT
OF WORKING AS A
COLLECTIVE?

Array Collective as Derry Girls.
Courtesy: Grace McMurray.

Stephen Millar

I think it’s
the reactionary stuff we do for protests.
The work we made for the Jerwood show
‘Collaborate!’ came out of just reacting to
parades and different events, and I think
we work best when we react. The call
on our WhatsApp group is ‘Array-bian’s
assemble’ because something’s happened
and we need to be on the street really
quickly and very visually. I think we’re at
our strongest when we’re just making a
holy fucking show of ourselves.

Alessia Cargnelli

I
completely agree with Stephen and I
think it’s also something I wouldn’t do on
my own, so it’s very nice to have a group
around you that supports you. And then
also that helps other people to join as
well because they feel the sense of being
together.

Thomas Wells

The Jerwood
show was a very different experience to the
way we’d worked before. It had positives
and negatives but it was interesting
to see how more formalised collectives
like yourselves work, and broaden our
experience and knowledge. Hopefully
that will be an experience that we’ll get
through Turner as well.

WHERE WERE
YOU WHEN YOU
HEARD YOU’D BEEN
NOMINATED FOR
THE TURNER PRIZE?
Thomas Wells

Emma was checking her voicemails
and we suddenly got a voice note on our Array collective
WhatsApp saying ‘emergency emergency’ – we thought that
the building had burned down!

Alessia Cargnelli

I think there were a couple of
attempts to contact us by email but they weren’t successful.
Maybe there was a typo or something…

Jane Butler

But then we got together on Zoom
after and it was great. People kept jumping on but Stephen
came on last and we told him the news on the Zoom call and
people’s reactions were just brilliant. He’s still in shock.

Stephen Millar

I was working! I was doing an
online workshop and I could see my phone buzzing like crazy.
Grace had sent me a message and then Clodagh phoned me,
and then Tom messaged and Sinead rang me, and then Emma
sent me a message and then Grace sent me another message.
I came on the Zoom about half an hour later and there were
just 10 grinning heads.

WHO WOULD PLAY
EACH OF YOU IN
A MOVIE ABOUT
THE BATTLE FOR
THE TURNER
PRIZE 2021?

Grace McMurray

I think Mrs Doyle from Father
Ted, who’s played by Pauline McLynn, because she’s so
socially awkward and isn’t sure what to say but she wants to
make sure everyone is hydrated, which I think is me.

Thomas Wells

Do you think that she would just
represent Array as a collective? We could just have one
person play all of us at once.

Jane Butler

Didn’t Cher do that once? In a theatre
piece or something where she played all the parts?

Grace McMurray

Actually the Derry Girls could

play us!

www.arraystudiosbelfast.com/array-collective.html
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DO YOU HAVE
ANY ADVICE
FOR EMERGING
COLLECTIVES?
Grace McMurray

Maybe just to be authentic and be yourself, and

have the craic.

Jane Butler And don’t listen to the bloody skeptics either!
Thomas Wells That’s pretty important. Some of the criticism that’s in
the press about the Turner Prize in general has been about the idea of moving
away from the elite artist or like the individual artist. I think that all of those
things are exactly why we are a collective, in the sense that we are a group, and
I know it sounds really cheesy but together we’re stronger. But that’s why we do
it, because it’s about community. It’s about non-hierarchical practice. It’s about
building together rather than being that lonely artist.

Alessia Cargnelli Yeah. It’s so needed when the institution of
education is pushing for individualism. The best thing you can do is try to do
things together. And also because it could be quite brutal to be in the art world
and by yourself I guess.
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WHAT’S
NEXT
FOR
ARRAY?
Thomas Wells

You know, in
such a precarious world for art provision in
general, I think that if we can create some
assuredness and stability and security
going forward so we can continue to do all
these things then that would be incredible.
And if we can do that, in Northern Ireland,
that would be brilliant.

Jane Butler

Maybe beyond the
Turner Prize is just making sure we stay
true to ourselves and Array. Whatever’s
next will be what was before.
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40 Years 40 Artists: Forest + Found
Interview by Louisa Buck
reflecting with, your audience as it is about
making work. Being able to communicate with
people directly and recognising the importance
of being accessible are key to creating more
meaningful interactions. We find more and
more that the degrees of separation between
ourselves and our audience are stripped back.
People are in search of richer and deeper
connections to art and artists through tangible
engagement both in public and commercial
arenas. This directness redefines the role of the
artist as educator, collaborator and creator, and
as a result, art becomes the expression of the
artist and society as a whole.
Forest + Found, Common Thread installation view, New Art Centre

Abigail Booth and Max Bainbridge (born
1991, live and work in London) established
their partnership Forest + Found in 2014 as
a means for material experimentation and to
create dialogues between sculpture, painting
and the language of craft. Booth’s stitched
canvases combine a use of organic colour
and traditional quilting techniques to explore
issues around site, place and identity; while
Bainbridge’s sculptural vessels hewn from wood
are influenced by the natural shape of each
original tree and the inherent qualities of the
wood. This is then shaped by woodturning and
hand carving as well as elemental processes
using the weather, water and fire.
Forest + Found were selected for the
Jerwood Makers Open (2019-21) and screened
their film Unearthed at Pitt Rivers Museum,
Oxford after being Artists in Residence in 2017.
In 2018 they were selected to participate in the
Forest + Found
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London Creative Network and in 2017 to take
part in Hothouse, the Crafts Council’s Talent
Development Programme.
Forest + Found appeared in a-n in
December 2018 in a news article announcing
their inclusion in Jerwood Charitable
Foundation’s 2019 visual arts development and
exhibition programme. The programme is open
to artists and designers who are within 10 years
of beginning their practice. Forest + Found
received an £8,000 award to make new work
for a national touring exhibition.
20 years into the 21st century, what is
the role of art and the artist?
Art and the role of the artist today is no longer
solely a solitary pursuit. Instead it plays a far
greater role in bringing voices together and
communicating collectively. Being an artist
today is as much about listening to, and

What are your hopes for the future as
artists?
As artists we play a critical role in communicating
new ways of seeing, thinking and engaging
with our natural resources and the environment.
Looking to the future we hope that art is
recognised as having an integral part to play
in the building of better relationships between
society, people and our planet. By moving away
from excessive consumption and re-engaging
with questions around materiality in practice,
we can look to the tactile knowledge of the
past to develop new ways of creating for the
future. Out of this, we hope more diverse and
sustainable cultures of art practice will thrive,
and in turn impact the collective understanding
of value within the arts as a whole.
Louisa Buck is a writer and broadcaster on
contemporary art. She has been London
Contemporary Art Correspondent for The
Art Newspaper since 1997. She is a regular
reviewer and commentator on BBC radio
and TV. As an author she has written
catalogue essays for institutions including
Tate, Whitechapel Gallery, ICA London and
the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. In
2016, she authored The Going Public Report
for Museums Sheffield. Her books include
Moving Targets 2: A User’s Guide to British Art
Now (2000), Market Matters: The Dynamics
of the Contemporary Art Market (2004),
Owning Art: The Contemporary Art Collector’s
Handbook (2006), and Commissioning
Contemporary Art: A Handbook for Curators,
Collectors and Artists (2012). She was a
Turner Prize judge in 2005.
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Forest + Found, Jerwood Makers Open installation view.
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Fraser Muggeridge: “It’s about having the
confidence and the knowledge that it will be OK”
Best known in art circles for his work with Jeremy
Deller, the London-based designer tells us about his
collaborative relationship with the high-profile artist.
Digging through the a-n archives, we were reminded of one of the
first contemporary art works that felt significant to us: Jeremy Deller’s
The Battle of Orgreave. This year will mark 20 years since the project
debuted in 2001, after being selected from an open call by Artangel.
The Battle of Orgreave is a re-enactment of the confrontation between
striking miners and the police that occurred at the Orgreave Coking
Plant in Yorkshire during the 1984-85 miners’ strike, and which a
young Deller watched on television at the time.
Growing up in North East England, the reason why Deller’s work
holds a special place in our hearts is obvious. But there’s more to it
than just the surface solidarity. More than 800 people participated in
the re-enactment, some with direct experience of the strike, some more
closely aligned with battle re-enactment societies across England. When
we watched the film in our first year of university, it opened us up to a
whole new type of art. Art that could include more than just the solo
tortured artist, and bring together a range of voices and experiences; the
words ‘collaborative practice’ have never left our artist statements since.
Deller’s back catalogue reveals a collaborative element in
almost every work; sculptures activated by the public, decade-long
documentation of gardeners in Germany, curation of teenage Manic
Street Preachers fans and ‘gurning’ champions. He rarely seems to
work alone.
In more recent years Deller has forged a working relationship with
Fraser Muggeridge Studio, a design studio in London. Since 2013
Muggeridge and Deller have formed a somewhat collaborative practice,
and there has been a noticeable shift in Deller’s work -- the images are
higher res, the type more considered. Together the duo have created
some of the more visually iconic pieces in Deller’s recent portfolio.
We met with Muggeridge on Zoom to talk about his studio, his
relationship with Deller, and more broadly his ideas on collaborative
practice.
George: So Fraser – we’ve been looking at your work a lot during this
project, in particular the work you produce with/for Jeremy Deller. We
wanted to talk with you about your collaborative relationship with him,
as well as looking more broadly at how designers work with artists.
Fraser: I think it’s quite surprising that some artists have a whole
team working with them and some work alone. Jeremy mostly works on
his own in the sense that he doesn’t have a team or an assistant. One
of the reasons why we work together is that we serve the function of
his production studio. If Jeremy needs to send something to someone
and needs to know about crops and bleeds, we will do that part. I think
there is an element of trust and I suppose if he did have an in-house
team of graphic designers, he might be doing more of that himself, but
I think for lots of different reasons he doesn’t. Sometimes the job of
what we do is just purely practical production.
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1. Jeremy Deller, A New Dawn MMXX, Poster, 2020. Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
2.	Jeremy Deller, Magazine sticker section for Noon Magazine, 2019.
Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
3.	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge, English Magic Remix, Studio project, Crate, 2014.
Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
4.	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge, Thank God For Immigrants, Artist edition, 2020.
Photo: Nicky Hirst. Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
5.	Jeremy Deller, Wiltshire Before Christ Exhibition, The Store X, 2019.
Photo: Jack Hems. Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
6.	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge, English Magic Remix, Studio project, Crate, 2014.
Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
7.	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge, English Magic Remix Portfolio, Crate artist
edition, 2014. Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
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1. 	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge,
Fuck You 2020, Studio Voltaire
artist edition, 2020. Courtesy: Fraser
Muggeridge
2.	Jeremy Deller, Fuck Brexit, Studio
Voltaire artist edition, 2017. Courtesy:
Fraser Muggeridge
3. 	Jeremy Deller, Wiltshire Before
Christ Exhibition, The Store X, 2019.
Photo: Jack Hems. Courtesy: Fraser
Muggeridge
4. 	Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge,
English Magic Remix, Studio project,
Crate, 2014. Courtesy: Fraser
Muggeridge
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5. 	Jeremy Deller, Magazine sticker
section for Noon Magazine, 2019.
Courtesy: Fraser Muggeridge
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Jeremy’s work includes print and posters and graphics that he doesn’t
always have the technical knowledge to produce, so I’m shaping that.
In many ways it is a collaboration with me and Jeremy, but also it’s not
because he comes to me with an idea and he’s like, “I’ve got this word, I
want to do something with it”, and then I might say, “let’s make a t-shirt, or
let’s make a poster, or let’s do it for those people”. I’m more involved than
just being an art worker, but we definitely don’t sit around together and
come up with ideas for work as that’s very much his thing. I’m totally OK
with that because I don’t feel that I am a content generator.
I suppose our relationship can be many different things. We
obviously have a mutual respect for each other.
Erin: Where do you draw that line with credit in the collaboration?
For us as Shy Bairns we’ve just got the collective name on everything,
but do you ever have to say “I feel like I’ve had more input on this one
so I want my name on that”, or does it automatically get recognised?
Fraser: Sometimes it’s both of us on the credit because he feels I’ve
had maybe more of an input. I ultimately think that it doesn’t really
matter. Perhaps it matters more if you’re an artist collaborating with
another artist, but for me, most of the time I’m just shaping someone
else’s work, giving a visual form to someone else’s idea. And even if we
put it down as a joint thing, nine times out of ten a journalist knocks
me off, because they’re like “who the fuck’s that”.
I’m also running a studio with six people so it’s also their credit
on the work as well. I think I would care much more if I was younger
– these things are much more precious to you when you’re in your
20s or early 30s. The older you get, the less you’re bothered about it.
I sometimes do a bit of teaching in art schools and people talk about
this all the time, and actually me and Jeremy are just too busy doing
the work. We don’t talk about it. If you worry about that too much
everything suffers a bit. Just get on and make something! I’m more
interested in asking what are we making? What’s it gonna look like?
Does someone want to put that on their wall? What’s the typeface?
What does that typeface say? How does that typeface communicate
the meaning of what we’re doing?
All of the typefaces we use for Jeremy are slightly different.
Sometimes they’ve been really considered and sometimes they’ve just
been thrown in there and are a bit basic. They can also have some
kind of layered meaning that elevates the work into a sort of ‘knowing’
design. It’s a different process from, say, other artists who might just do
the design themselves. I think the relationship between art and design
is interesting. I’ve definitely learned a lot by working with artists. I
spent the first ten years of my practice trying to tell artists that their
design was bad. Now, I’m probably spending the last ten years asking
them to do more bad design so I can claim that I’ve helped them fix it.
I’ll also be the first to say that I am not ever trying to be an artist.
A lot of graphic designers do become artists. In fact, Jeremy and I did a
bit of teaching together yesterday and talked about our relationship a
little bit. He was talking about the way he works and that if he’s going
to do some work about something like a march or a protest, he would
go to the protest and hang around, meet the people, just be there. He
does that with his films and he does that with the graphic design too.
He’ll pop into my studio almost every day on his bike and sit next to me
or someone in my studio, and I think that he relishes that moment with
us. What do you think of our work?
George: I feel like we’re coming into this a bit fan-girly because... we
love it. I like Deller’s older stuff a lot, bookish works like The Uses of
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Literacy and Speak To The Earth, but I think your collaborative practice
works really well as it’s both very his vibe but it also just looks really
perfect. It’s going back to that question you said earlier of ‘would people
want this poster on their wall?’. If the work is about this huge concept or
like a really shit thing, no one really wants to wear a t-shirt that says ‘I
don’t agree with Brexit’ because it’s not “cool”. But having that level of
design that you guys bring makes it something else entirely.
Erin: Me and George both wear those Stonehenge tote bags from the
‘Wiltshire B4 Christ’ exhibition all the time because they’re just such
cool items as well as small pieces of art.
Fraser: Oh yeah, we did those! That was a really good show. Yeah, we
totally made that show up; we just said here are some bones, I went to
the shop and bought some felt, and we got a friend to do the mural.
I wanted to do a clock as well. And then I said, ‘let’s just buy some
of those corn things and put smiley faces on them’ and I just spray
painted them at my studio. They looked really amazing! It’s all part of
ultimately having some experience and confidence and having spatial
awareness and having content and items to riff off. And I think that’s
what me and Jeremy can do because we just riff off all these things.
Like, “let’s just make a blown-up book.’ ‘But where should we put it?’
‘Just put it on a motor and spin it around, I don’t know.’ Of course it
doesn’t look like that to anyone else, but actually that freshness and
that riskiness is totally spontaneous.
Erin: Is that the first time that you and Jeremy have ever just run wild
or has that happened before?
Fraser: Our first project together was ‘English Magic’ at the Venice
Biennale in 2013, and then we did a show in Margate just after ‘English
Magic’ – we called it ‘English Magic Re-Mix’ and we just remixed all
of the work. That was really, really good. It was really funny because
we were supposed to be working on the Turner Contemporary ‘English
Magic’ exhibition, but this really cool young curator from an artist-run
space [Crate] emailed Jeremy and asked if she could show one of his
pieces thinking he would never get back to her, and then he replied,
saying “Yeah, we’ll do a show if you want!”. They had a really brilliant
show and they were chuffed. We all went to the opening and Turner
Contemporary came too.
I was actually doing another show at the time as well so I didn’t
even have time for it, I just went down the day before and just did
it. It’s not that we actually did it on the fly – it’s all about having
a network. We know how to get a banner made and we know how
to get big photos, we know how to do a mural, we know how to get
some rocks, we know a screenprinter. It’s literally like that. It’s about
knowing good people and that takes 20 years of work. It’s not about
fabricating poshly, it’s about working with other people’s skills and
handing that over and seeing how that can work with the vernacular
of the everyday. You know, having the confidence, and actually the
knowledge that it will be OK. We’ve got two minutes left.
Erin: Yeah, we’re obviously not on zoom Pro. One last question that
we’ve got for you – who would be your dream collaborator?
Fraser: I don’t know because then they wouldn’t be your dream
collaborator!
George: Cop out!
Fraser: Dieter Roth because I love his stuff. I love his crossover from
graphic design to art to printmaking. Just messing things up and being
wild. Dieter Roth is my ultimate hero.
www.pleasedonotbend.co.uk
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CREDITS

SHY BAIRNS / GUEST EDITOR
Shy Bairns is an artist collective interested in the intersections of
contemporary art and bookmaking, and the activation of projects
within that space. Print runs through the core of their practice, utilising
zines, print workshops and installations to create collaborative works.
They are interested in ideas of identity, community, popular culture,
and interactivity. Shy Bairns is the collaborative practice of Erin
Blamire, George Gibson, Eleanor Haswell and Izzy Kroese, who have
worked together since 2016.
BEX MASSEY / COVER ARTIST
Bex Massey’s work examines the role of painting and the language
of display in the face of popular culture. Through the amalgamation
of sculptural form and simulacra she investigates notions of worth: in
terms of allegory, the throw away nature of British popular culture,
and the undercurrent of anxiety drifting just below the surface of daily
life. Motifs commonly found within her work to express this consumer
gluttony are extracted from the ‘80s/‘90s overlap of her childhood.
Massey returns to the palette of her adolescence, as it remains a
slower era – pre-computer, internet and cloud. She appropriates
and refashions this paraphernalia in an ‘awkward couple’ of garish
nostalgia and traditional making techniques. The nature of painting
further epitomises this construct of time and its suggested worth – in
the replication of the fleeting image lest the click of a flash, mouse or
ctrl alt delete.

AISLING MARKS / ISLINGTON MILL
ART ACADEMY RESEARCHER
Aisling Marks is a writer, techno enthusiast and former teacher with
a background in English Literature, Gender Studies and Theatre. She
trained as a teacher in Birmingham where she was a union workplace
rep with the National Education Union (NEU) and ran an LGBTQ youth
campaigns group. She is now working on a PhD on alternative arts
education as social reproduction at Manchester Metropolitan University
and makes up a quarter of a collective of researchers-in-residence on
an Erasmus-funded project on Art, Pedagogy & Ethnography.
CENTREFOLD – COLLECTIVES
MIND MAP
Collectives Mind Map created by Izzy Kroese and Erin Blamire using
Tiddlyroam, a programme created by Jo Kroese. Jo Kroese is a data
scientist, artist and musician based in Amsterdam.

CHLOE AUSTIN / BLACK CURATORS
COLLECTIVE
Chloe Austin (she/her) is a London-based art historian, curator and
writer. She is the host and producer of Iniva’s Chatting in the Stacks
podcast, which highlights the research of the Stuart Hall Library
volunteers. Since completing her traineeship with the Barbican Centre
and Iniva, Austin has been focusing on developing her art writing
practice. She shares her personal thoughts on her blog ‘Chloe’s Internal
Monologue’ and has written for Black Ballad and Art UK.
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COLLECTIVES /
ALTERNATIVE ART EDUCATION
IN ORDER OF ADVERT APPEARANCE
THE OTHER MA
The Other MA (TOMA) is a 12-month artist-run education model
based in Southend-on-Sea. It was set up in 2016 to offer responsive,
affordable, accessible art education to artists. TOMA is unaccredited
in the traditional sense, but provides a programme of learning that
will benefit artists in the same way. TOMA works with those who do
not have a formal art education or have been out of art learning for
a while and want a route into entering contemporary critical thought;
as well as those fresh out of an undergraduate degree or those who
have come to art later in life. TOMA is currently the only postgraduate
level art programme in Essex after all others were stopped by their
host universities.
Design by TOMA founder Emma Edmondson
THE SYLLABUS
Starting in June 2015, The Syllabus provides selected participants
with a series of intensive seminars at each of the partner venues; to
encourage enquiry into individual participants’ work, offer practical
guidance on surviving as an artist, and offer ongoing access to
curatorial and other staff at the partner organisations. The Syllabus
has been developed for artists with the input of established artists who
have a connection to each of the partners and who will continue to
contribute to its development and delivery.
Design by Syllabus participant Thomas Whittle

BABEWORLD SCHOOL OF ART
Babeworld School of Art is a new space supported by East Street
Arts’ Guild programme, where artists that feel disenfranchised
by the current education system within institutions can develop
their art practice. The school will run a programme of exhibitions,
workshops, lectures, crits and residencies to facilitate artistic and
professional development that are diverse and accessible for artists of
all levels and mediums. Participating artists do not need to have an
education in arts, but should have an interest in a future in the arts.
Design by Babeworld founders Ashleigh Williams and Georgina Tyson

SCHOOL OF THE DAMNED
School of the Damned (SotD) is an arts and educational platform.
Re-forming on an annual basis, each cohort has the opportunity to
define the agenda and produce work and events individually and
collectively. SotD was formed in 2014 as a reaction to the increasing
financialisation of higher education in the UK. SotD has no tuition fees,
is student led and peer supported. They use their collective resources
and networks to make the things they want to happen, happen.
Design by current SotD student Thomas Lee Griffiths

ALT MFA
Founded in 2010, AltMFA is the peer-led alternative MFA (Master of
Fine Art) by artists for artists. It is self-organised and free, and run by
its members for its members. It has no fixed premises and takes place
in a range of private and public venues. Meetings are every Monday
night between 6.30pm and 9.00pm.
Design created collaboratively between the Alt MFA cohort via
PowerPoint

ISLINGTON MILL ART ACADEMY
Islington Mill Art Academy (IMAA) is a free peer-led art school. It is
open to anyone who wants to be an artist. Learning activity (workshops,
crits, coaching, group residencies and projects) is shared and led by
the energy and ideas of the current student-members. IMAA is not
formally accredited; students choose to graduate when they feel ready
to work more independently as artists. The Academy gives artists an
opportunity to take control of their own learning through facilitation,
practice and experimentation.
Design by Taxi Cab Industries
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WORKING CLASS CREATIVES
DATABASE
The Working Class Creatives Database is a platform to share and
highlight the work of working-class creatives, existing through
a website and an Instagram page. The aim of this database is to
facilitate a space that puts working-class creatives at the forefront;
a space for conversation, connections and sharing of opportunities,
skills and knowledge. This database is about creating a community
amongst one another but also promoting work in hope of providing
paid opportunities, with a larger goal of making the creative bubbles
more accessible for working-class people.
Design created by Working Class Creatives Database
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